
Planets D6 / Arvala-7

Name: Arvala-7

Suns: 1

Class: Terrestrial

Primary terrain: Desert

Points of interest: Kuiil's moisture farm, Mudhorn cave, Nikto

mercenary compound

Fauna: Blurrg, Mudhorn, Reptile, Unidentified lizard

Immigrated species: Jawa, Nikto, Ugnaught

Description: Arvala-7 was a planet of the galaxy. An out-of-the-

way world, Arvala-7 was frequently visited by criminals and

mercenaries. The Ugnaught Kuiil worked as a vapor farmer on

the world, seeking a peaceful life. There was also a large military compound filled dedicating to protecting

"The Child" . Jawas also lived on the world, traveling its deserts in their sandcrawler and stripping any

unattended ship they found on the planet's surface.

During the New Republic Era, a bounty hunter known as "the Mandalorian" traveled to Arvala-7 after

accepting a contract to retrieve an asset for his client.

Places

Kuiil's moisture farm

Kuiil's moisture farm was a moisture farm on Arvala-7, operated by the Ugnaught Kuiil, who worked as a

moisture farmer in an attempt to find peace in a reclusive world. The farm included living quarters and an

fenced-off pen area outside where he kept blurrg. Around 9 ABY, Kuiil assisted visitors and passers-by at

the farm, including bounty hunters who attempted to raid the nearby Nikto mercenary compound to

collect a bounty on an infant of Yoda's species, The Child. Among those Kuiil assisted at the farm was

The Mandalorian. He offered The Mandalorian temporary shelter at the farm, and helped him learn how

to ride a blurrg in the fenced-off pen.

Mudhorn cave

A mudhorn's cave was located in Arvala-7. Within the cave, a Mudhorn resided with its egg. Around 9

ABY, a Mandalorian bounty hunter fought and killed the Mudhorn and took the egg.

Nikto mercenary compound

A mercenary compound was located on Arvala-7 where a Nikto mercenary company was based.



Around 9 ABY, the Nikto mercenaries held an infant member of Yoda's species, known as "the asset", as

a hostage. The bounty hunters the Mandalorian and IG-11 successfully infiltrated the compound and

killed the Nikto mercenaries in order to obtain the asset and collect a bounty placed upon it by "The

Client". While IG-11 attempted to kill the asset, he was quickly killed by the Mandalorian, and the asset

was taken into his custody. The Ugnaught Kuiil later entered the compound and retrieved IG-11's body in

order to rebuild him. 
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